WRAPPED CANVAS features simple, clean lines with a modern look and feel. The superior quality Artist Canvas shows texture, remarkable detail and brilliant color. The blacked-out edges wrapped around a wooden frame give the image depth and dimension. This versatile display option will compliment any space or décor.

Canvas prints are a standard in the art industry and are widely embraced for their astonishing quality by major museums, galleries, publishers and artists. The latest inks offer more than 80 years light-fastness and UV-resistance under museum archival conditions. For even better performance, we coat all our canvas prints with a layer of anti-fading UV protective clear satin glaze.

The image is printed on Artist Canvas, which is a 100% acid free, double-weave cotton/polyester blend canvas characterized by superior image quality, excellent color brilliance, saturation and resolution. Artist Canvas is an excellent choice for fine art reproductions and high resolution photographic displays.

The printed image is wrapped on a sturdy, internal wood frame. Artist Canvas, inks and coatings are highly resistant to cracking when stretched over frames. The edges of the wrap are black, ensuring full front view of the artwork.

The wrapped canvas comes ready to hang on a wall buddies® hanging system or hanging cleat system. Every photograph is meticulously inspected to meet Mangelsen’s exacting standards, with a lifetime workmanship guarantee.

All Mangelsen limited edition photographs are assigned a unique number and hand-signed by the artist. Each photograph includes a certificate of authenticity. Wrapped canvas images ship protected in high quality, sturdy packaging and are shipped fully insured to your home or office.